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So many
exams, so
little time

One week between Thanksgiving,
finals creates studying obstacles

Haley Russell
Staff writer
In the past, there were two weeks
before Finals Week, allowing students
time to study and finish writing papers
and faculty members a chance to wrap
up fall classes.
This year with only 12 days between
Thanksgiving and Winter breaks, stu·
dents seem frazzled.
Heather Brickhouse, freshman from
Chesapeake, Va., said the short amount
of time is stressful because all of her
assignments have similar deadlines.
"It's hard because professors assign
everything at once, and it's all due at the
same time," Brickhouse said. "For
example, my English professor assigned
a paper at the beginning of the year, and
a lot of people forgot and now have to
hurry to get it done on time."
Because Brickhouse is a freshman,
she said she is not used to the frantic
week before finals.
Kristine Bruss, sophomore transfer
student from UT-Martin, said there are
major differences between a one and
two-week period.
"You don't feel like you have enough
time to study for everything," Bruss
said. "UT-Martin has two weeks, and it
was easier because there was more time
to study and you weren't rushed."
The Office of the Provost is in charge
of setting the calendar.
Bonnie Higginson, provost, said several influences to the decision.
"There are so many factors that play
into how the semester is scheduled,"
she said. "For several years there were
two weeks of classes before finals week
and then the last two years we just had
one week after Thanksgiving."
Due to scheduling and components
affecting how the semester is planned,
Higgi.n son said the next few years are
likely to also have one week before
finals. She said this will change later on
when looking at years 2012 and beyond.
The factors of scheduling are vast,
Higginson said, but one main factor is
the date of Thanksgiving.
"That is because of, in part, how
Thanksgiving falls," she said. "It's the
fourth Thursday. So the fourth Thursday could be right at the end ofNovem·
ber or it can be a little bit earlier."
Higginson said there are some
options available, but none have
worked out in a beneficial way for students.
"The alternative would be to start the
semester a week ' later and end the
semester a week later in which case, a
week later in 2012 would put commencement at Dec. 22,'' Higginson said.
"That would probably not be good.
That's getting too close to the holidays
for people to travel. It would also place
a real burden on processing grades and
posting grades, and getting the work
done before the University actually
closes for break."
Higginson said the Office of the
Provost is always taking suggestions
and ideas regarding scheduling, but
their job is to inform people of the consequences those ideas bring.
"Our office is defmitely open to ideas
concerning the schedule and (is) willing
to look at making changes, and sharing
with people the impact those changes
would have,'' Higginson said. "That way
everyone stays informed and has a balanced view."
Final exams span. all of next week.

Contact

Russell

at

hrussell@

murraystate.edu.

For a schedule
of exam times,
see 3A.

Derek Miller/The News

Aperson walks alono the sidewalk near Blackburn Science Building. Several campus facilities were found unlocked at night In The News' recent Investigation of building security.

!Investigation unveils
'building security gaps
Nick Reside
News Editor

Austin Ramsey
Assistant News Editor
In an investigation to determine
building security, the exterior doors
of nearly every academic facility on
campus were checked, and Tbc
Murray State News discovered at
least one building unsecure each
time.
The investigation was conducted
Nov. 5 from 10:30 - 11:30 p.m., Tuesday from l:lO • 2:30 a.m. and
Wednesday from 1 - 2 a.m. Racer
Patrol ceases its rounds at 1 a.m.
every night.
On Nov. 5, doors to Faculty Hall
and Lovett Auditorium were
unlocked.
On Nov. 30. Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center was unsecure and a side
door to the Curris Center was
unlocked.
On Dec. l, the same Curris Center
door was found to be unlocked, the
Fine Arts building had a door
propped open and a door to Carr
Health was unlocked.
The News did not investigation
the CFSB Center, Waterfield
Library, the Wellness Center or the
Facilities Management Complex.
David DeVoss, director of Public
Safety, said via e-mail everyone on
campus needs to play a role in
building security, making sure facilities arc scc'urc when certain doors
are used after hours.
"The University accommodates a
number of after business hour activities such as rehearsals. research,
events, etc.," DeVoss said. "Students and faculty may enter and
leave our facilities 24/7. The Facilities Management building service

technicians secure doors in the
evening at specified times and Public Safety's Racer Patrol check
doors during their shifts.
"It is not uncommon to find that
after doors have .been secured, they
have been propped open, left ajar or
even unlocked.''
Matt Parker, house manager of
Lovett Auditorium, commented on
a potential worst-case scenario if
individuals with criminal intent
gained access to the facility.
"They'd probably steal a lot/'
Parker said.
Parker said any individual who
gained access to Lovett through the
main doors, the ones discovered by
The News to be unlocked, would
not be able to access any part of the
building past the lobby.
Re'Nita Avery-Meriwether, student life coordinator at the Curris
Center, said anyone with criminal
intent who accessed the Curris Center would have been noticed by staff
members in the building.
"The Curris Center has (stafO
members that work 24 hours a day,
seven days a week," she said. ''The
b.uilding is secure."
Avery-Meriwether said the Curris Center has security cameras
around the building checked once
or twke per week.
Karol Hardison, director of the
University Bookstore, said the
bookstore would be secure if someone tried to enter after hours' and an
alarm system would activate.
"If anybody tried to come in we
would know it," Hardison said.
.. Public Safety would be here immediately."
Mike Gowen, building manager at
Carr Health, said if someone had
gained access to the building, he or

she would be able to access some of
the main areas of the building but
not the classrooms or other smaller
rooms that are locked at night.
"Property damage in those areas
would be the biggest concern," he
said. "If you got into some of the
individual areas, then (the biggest
concern) would be personal injury,
given the nature of some , of our
areas and some of the equipment
we have in there."
Gowen said the room left
unlocked belongs to the rowing
team. He said the rowing team, not
Racer Patrol, is supposed to lock the
room's exterior door at night. However, Gowen, as building manager,
said he accepted responsibility for
the building being left unsecure.
"It's my responsibility to make
sure that (the rowing team) is performing their duty to maintain this
locked," Gowen said. "That's something that I think is an issue
between myself and (the rowing
team) as opposed to Racer Patrol."
Robert Arneson, senior from
Murray who is studying piano, said
he was not aware doors were left
ajar in Price Doyle Fine Arts Center
after hours.
"Somebody could do a lot of damage," Arneson said. "This is the first
I've heard of that.''
He said the pianos he uses to
practice ar.e housed inside the Fine
Arts building.
"l thlnk it would be pretty devastating for us piano students because
the practice facilities are pretty limited as it is," he said.
*Staff writer John Walker contributed to this investigation.
Contact Reside at nicholas.
reside@murraystate.edu or Ramsey

at aramseyS@murraystate.edu.
}
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This week
•S p.m. Main Street Merriment and
Dickens' Alley: Murray City Court
Square, open, to a1J (Sat., too)
e6 p.m.~ Dirtner;. Ordway
Hall, $25 per ticket
e6 p.m. Live Nativity Scene; Cherry
Ag Exp9 C~ter (Sat.. too), free

•7:30 p.m. Jacbon Purchase Dance
Company presentation of Holiday
bancelest; Lovett Auditorlum. free

•10

a.m. Rotuy

., a.m. Feeding the Hungry; Hippo's
Buildin8: Paducah, open to all
-4:30 p.m. Murray State Traditional

Parade; Main Street, open to Ill
•1 p..IIL Chndten's ~; Curdi Qlp.ter, open to all
•
eS p.m. Christmas Eve at the The
Someplace: Land Between the

Christmas Break
Dec. 20- Jan.l4

Katate Club Practice; Carr 'Health
Bullding. open to all

Lakes; Homepla~e, open to aU
•7 p.m. Laser Holidays laser lilbt
show; Land Between the Utes;
Planetarium. S4 per persoa

Coming Up
eS p.m. .PBSSA ~

Dec.12
· Graduation!

room106

•7:30 p.m. Fac:ulty Senaae Meeting;

F1le Photo

Curris Center Barkley ~m. open
to aU
-6 p.m. Holiday Cooking Showj
Weab Community Center
e& p.m.~ Sodal Daildng; Paducah; Paducah Dance Academy, free

If you would like an event to appear in
the This Week section, fiU out a form in
The Mumw State News office at W
Wilson Hall. fax to 809·3175 or e-mail
Information to thcnews@
murraystate.cdu.
Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all irems received will he published.

Police Beat
November2S
6:51-a.m. Central Plant notified Public Safety that Hart
and Springer colleges would
have no power until Friday.
2Zl p.m. Officers reported a
dumpster moved into the
street. Central Plant was notified.
2:32p.m. A caller reported an
electrical box cover laying by
the footbridge. Central Plant
was notified.

buildings across campus.
2:58 p.m. A caller reported an
accident with injuries. Emergency Medical Services and
·the Murray Police Department were notified.

cnce Complex would be in
Trouble Status until Monday.
12:49 p.m. A caller reported
having trouble with an Interior door lock at White College.
Central Plant was notified.

November27

November28

7:41 p.m. Public Safety
received an accidental 911 call
from a caller trying to dial off
campus. Officers were notified and reported everything
was OK.
8:01 a.m. Central Plant notified Public Safety that the Sci·

4:25 p.m. A caller reported •
property damage and possible
stolen property at Lee Clark
College. Officers were noti1&.13 p.m. Facilities Managefied and, upon arrival, took a
ment requested assistance
report for theft of mail matter.
contacting the owners of four
6:24 p.m. A caller reported the
vehicles to be moved for condumpster needed to be empstruction at Old Richmond
College.
12:02 p.m. A caller reported
two people walking in the
parking lot looking into vehicles. A Murray State Police
officer located the two people
and took an information
report.
3:04 p.m. A caller requested

November26
6:23 a.m. Public Safety
received a fire alarm at the
Science Complex. The alarm
was determined to he faulty.
Central Plant was notified.
8 a.m. Facilities Management
informed Public Safety it
would be turning off the
power in several academic

tied at White College. Central
Plant was notified.
9-.30 p.m. An individual
reported that their prope~y
bad been stolen from them at
Waterfield Library. Officers
were notified and took a
report for theft by unlawful
taking over $500.

November29

~

enforcemen& .for two

vehicles improperly parked.
A Murray State Police officer
checked the vehicles.

©
THt
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Rates StartiJ& a low II

OHtrlqa8•1edr•••
UaltaWitlll
• lndhridualleases
• Private Bed and Bath
• Washer and Dryer in each unit
• Dishwasher

• Fitness Center
• SpartcHna Pool
. • GameRoom
• lJ&hted Tennis Courts
• Tannins Dome

AJI inclusive Rent to Include
I~ Cable, Electric

Allowance, and Water.

$311taa4-Bedroom~UIIit,

$341 in a4·Bedroom ReaoYated lJJit.

$435 In a 2·8edroom Unit

"*·M:

.....,,IYGI71

Z7t-759·300l
wwwd11 ---..-

.
.__

..

November30
12:57 p.m. An individual at
Public Safety requested to
speak to an officer concerning
a housing violation. The officer spoke to the person and
referred him to Housing for
further infonnation.
3:28 p.m. A caller notified
Public Safety th~· ovens
behind the Applied Science
Building would be on through
the night. Officers were notified.
8:12 p.m. A caller report('d
being lockL>d out of a vehicle
at Norrh 16th Street. An officer was able to open the vehicle.

November31
8:09 a.m. A cnller reponed a
vehicle illegally parked at
James Richmond College.
Officers were etified, an:d.
upon arrival, an officer spoke
with the owner the vehicle
and the vehicle was movl.!d.

or

8:19 a.m. A caller reported an
odor of natural gas at
Winslow Dining Hall. The
Murrar Fire Department was
notified along with the Murray State Police and the state
fire marshal's office. Central
Paint was also notified sever- •
al minutes after the report.
10:01 p.m. A c.1ller reported
the smell of cigarette smoke
coming from a room in James
Richmond College. Officers
were notified. Wilson Rignstaff, freshman from Princeton, Ky., and Mark Greenstein, (reshman from Old
Hickury, Tenn., were issued
citations for posession of
marijuana.

Motorist assists - (I
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests- 0

Assistant News Editor Austin
~ ~i!es

Polke ..{le.czt

w1th mutcrials provided by
Public: Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.

·~~~-.
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Final Exam Schedule
I

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

•8 a.m. for 8:30 a.m. •8 a.m.. for 9:30 a.m.
Monday,
Wednesday, Monday,
Wednesday
and Friday classes
· and.Ff.iday classes
•10:30 a.m. for 11 a.m: •1&.30 a.m. for 11:30 a.m.
Tuesday and Thursday Monday,
Wednesday
.c lasses
and Friday classes
•1:30 p.m. for 2:30 p.m. •1:30 p.m. for 12:30 ThesMonday,
Wednesday day and Thursday classand Friday classes
es
··Night Monday evening •Night Tuesday evening
classes
classes

1

Thursday

Friday

•8 a.m.. for.9:30 Tuesday •8 a.m. for 8 a.m. Tuesday and Thursday classand Tburs4«lY ~~~ses
•10:30 .am,. !otl2;30 p.m. es; 4:30 p.m. Monday
!donda~
vvednesday Wednesday and Friday
classes
and Friday.tiuses
•1:30 p.m. for 2 p.m. •10:30 am. for 10:30 a.m.
Thesday and Thursday ~onda~
Wednesday
and Friday classes
classes
• Night
Wednesday •1:30 p.m. for 1:30 Monday, Wednesday and Frievening classes
day classes
• Night
Thursday
evening classes

•8 a.m. for 7:30 a.m.
Monday. Wednesday
and Friday classes; 3:30
Tuesday and Thursday
classes
•10:30 ~.m. for 3:30 p.m.
~onda~
Wednesday
and Friday classes

r-~---~-----------------•

FRE.E~PREl"IZER
WITH
ANY FOOD

I

PURCHASE

Buy One

(Excluding ttle Sampler Platter and Super Nachos)

COIIf;rete
Mixer~

Get One FR[[!
(Offer applies to students only)
Offer Expires 1 2.-17-10,~;

818 N. 12th St. Murray, Ky. 42071
(270) 761-2858

$250 Unlversltv Store Gift Card

$200 University Store Gift Cird

$150 Unlversltv Store Gift card

f)

Dining tervices would like to thank evervone who participated In the
Customer Sadstaction Survev ;md congratulate the prize winners! , lit
~
..--

ASISif

!&

A I

t

Dining Ser vices and
Racer Hospitality

_4_~------------------------------ 7be~~------------------------D-~_e_mhe
___r3~,_W_l_O

• •
• Opinion Editor: Casey Bradley
Phone: 809-5873

Our View

Between
a
rock
and
• • •
End of semester
tango in l~mbo
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

'I
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h
anksgiving break ends and
students return to campus for a
brief week before finals, better
known as Dead Week.
With only one week remaining
- before fmal exams, projects are
wrapped up, papers are handed i.n
and a majority of students soak up
the dregs of information remaining in lecture notes. As most
courses only meet twice a week,
not a lot can be accomplished the
week before the end of the semester. It's basically like being in
Limbo, except this version isn't
exactly described by Dante.
While professors wrap up their
lectures, students fumble through ·
notes and try to compile a cohesive body of information to prepare themselves for the gauntlet of
finals right around the corner. On
top of it all, students living in the
residential colleges have to start
planning for their Christmas Break
move.
Refrigerators to clean and
defrost, graduation. to look forward to, fmals to study for and end
of semester projects to complete,
all mashed together, equal a bit of
a stressful week. Full from turkey
and stuffing, students move
through the last week of classes
like zombies, knowing what nee!fs
to be accomplished, but not necessarily motivated to complete said
tasks.
The weather doesn't help the
atmosphere of this week. either.
As temperatures drop, the urge to
curl up in bed under a warm blanket, read or watch movies and sip
at a cup of ho.t ~ocoa tugs at students. Add a bit of the usual Murray rain and you have a recipe for

academic disaster as students sink
into their comfortable beds and
refuse to put out the bit of effort it
takes to get out to the library.
Really, who wants to sit in the
library in cold, wet clothes and
focus on math problems ·or
research? Not a lot of students,
that's for sure.
Let's not go forgetting the people who help get students through
finals week: professors. Just as students are teased by the break
before Dead Week, professors are
also thrown back into academia
after a brief rest. Hav;ing to finish
grading and putting together finals
is just as unappealing as it is for
the students who have to take the
exams.
So what's the solution to this
unfortunate haze of a week? How
do you climb back out of bed and
drag yourself to the stacks in the
basement of the library?
Picture, in your mind's eye, the
end of the semester. Almost here,
practically on the door step, is
Christmas Break. As soon as you
put your pencil down, hand in
your last final and practically dash
out the classroom door, the open
road awaits.
It might seem like you're dangling a carrot at the end of a stick,
but the stick's not as long as you
may think.
Hold steady, students. Sift
through your notes, go over the
necessary material and get the
work fmished. As soon as you pull
through Finals Week, there's an
entire Christmas Break to enjoy.
Pull on your rain boots and
trudge to the library, lab, studio or
practice room and put in the work.
After fl,nishing up the end of the
semester exams you can jump
right back into bed and keep out
the cold with the comfort of knowing you finished the semester.

lhlt. ,. 11M ...

How wasteful do you believe
you are?
"I think I'm very wasteful as far as food
and stuff like that. I am mindful of my
ways though. I am more aware of my
energy consumption. I don't recycle like
I should. I throw away a lot of trash."
Nate Curry • Cincinnati. Ohio
· junior
"When it cor:nes to energy I am wasteful, but not with time. I feel like I waste
energy more (because) I leave lights
on. I have to have everything organized
with time."

Jennifer Marks • Madisonville, Ky.
sophomore
"I recycle and I turn off lights when I
leave the room. I waste money on
things I don't need but want. I wait
(until) the last minute to study for tests
so I could be better with my time."
Craig Taylor • Russellville, Ky.
sophomore
Derek Miller/The News
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Community Voice

CFSB Center bad for community
.
Weeruns
Consignment Sale
was a popular local

e v e n

Cheri Decker
Alumna from
.Murray

t

where
families
f r o m
around the
area would
converge
on
the

R. S E c

( n o w
CFSB Center) for a couple of weeks.
Twice per year you could find
sales on children's clothes. men's
and women's clothes, children's
toys and baby accessories. This
sale recently held in September
was conducted on a consignment
basis and coordinated by a
woman named Teresa NeelyWhite.
Weeruns was a great opportunity for families to sell and buy
the used items listed above for
reasonable prices and even make
some money in the long run. I
have been a consigner/buyer
since .2007 and managed to cl~r a
significant amount of profit, even
considering that I have purchased
my daughter's entire seasonal
wardrobe at each sale there for
the past two years (she's only 3
years old).
Since the name change of the
venue, Weeruns is no more,
apparently because those in
charge at the CFSB Center feel it
more important to turn a profit
than contribute to the community.
I say "Weeruns is no more"
because our coordinator is unable
to book dates with the CFSB Center not in conflict with the local
school systems' spring breaks and
the Murray State basketball sea-

son, but still during the time
when people start buying spring
and summer clothing. Those at
CFSB Center say that our coordinator is being inflexible with the
dates we want to set for our
spring sale, but it appears the
truth is- Weeruns does not bring
in the kind of revenue to the
CFSB Center that a circus, Disney
Live!, Sesame Street or a concert
is able to bring. Therefore,
Weeruns is no longer a priority
for those in charge of CFSB Center.
This is outrageous and unacceptable.
Those in charge at the CFSB
Center have booked these familystyle shows in hopes that we will
spend our money going to see
them, but how can a family afford
to take children to see these
shows at CFSB Center if they
can't even afford to clothe them at
the reasonable prices Weeruns
offered? To me, Weeruns is far
more important than Mickey
Mouse.
Now, those of you reading who
are still in school may not appreciate what I have to say about
Weeruns, but I believe you will
someday.
Raising a family will never be
cheap - not today and not 20
years from now. Weeruns provided young families in this ,community with an opportunity to give
their children and families the
toys, clothes and accessories they
wanted and needed without landing them in the poorhouse.
But it's even more than that;
Weeruns was a community-unifying event that benefits Murray
State and the surrounding community of the city, including a few
outlying 'areas.
These benefits were seen both
monetarily in the revenue it ere-.
ated for the city and county, and

through the goodwill Murray
State instills in this community by
hosting the Weeruns event semiannually.
We have tried to express our
views to those in charge of CFSB
Center. Many buyers and consignors signed a petition to let
CFSB Center know what a detriment losing the Weeruns sale
would be to the community. But
they don't seem to care.
Furthermore, the public reaction to the expression of our
views on the CFSB Center's Facebook page was quite childish: all
comments posted by concerned
mothers over the course of a
weekend were promptly deleted
by Monday morning. Really great
way to handle things, eh?
I am a Murray State alumna,
and during my time at the University I was not taught to only
care about the bottom line, but to
care about the greater good and
to help others. Those in charge of
the CFSB Center need to realize
that there is much more to Murray State and this community
than money.
We care about each other, and
Weeruns is just one expression of
the care and concern that we have
for one another!
Some may think that Weeruns
is just taking away from CFSB
Center's bottom line, but to those
of us that participate, you are
hurting the Murray State image
within the community and among
us.
To think that the CFSB Center
is only an instrument of fmancial
gain for the University, I daresay
I am ashamed to be a Murray
State alumna these days.
I thought current students
might like to know what's in store
for them, should they ever need
to call on Murray State for the
community's needs in the future.

Write to us!
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ikileaks spark~
fire beneath the
United States
This week
has been
one of the
most reveal i ng
and explosive of the
entire year.
Not
because of
f
John Walker
s o m e
Staff writer
politician
blowing lip
on television or movie stars
committing outrageous acts.
This time it's real.
On Sunday the Internet organization Wikileaks released
almost a quarter of a million
documents revealing intimate
details about how the United
States has been conducting
itself abroad. This is where the
explosions began.
The documents, which were
released to each of the major
newspapers of Britain, France,
Germany, Spain, and the United
States, are bringing condemnation from across the globe. The
role of U.S. diplomats has finally reached too far into the
affairs of other countries.
Of course the usual airbags
have started singing the same
old tune of national security, ,
espionage, terrorism and even
execution. What these people
'will not talk about is the information in the documents
released by Julian Assange and
his insider friends. That would
unfortunately brirtg a ~ood
batch of yelling to the point of
being good public discourse,
which is certainly not acceptable.
These documents tell us a lot
about what we already knew
was going on overseas, but with
clearer vision. And while many
are saying the Wikileaks scandal is criminal, they won't talk
about the documents themselves.
They will not mention U.S.
diplomats trying to influence
Spanish courts or the slandering of almost every major
leader in the western world.
They will not mention our
countries clandestine missions
across Europe and kidnapping
of innocent civilians only to be
released months after p roven
innocent. And they certainly
will not talk of our efforts in the
Middle East and our backroom
deals with foreign states who
stand for none of our country's
ideals.
Does the Wikileaks release
put America in danger? There
is no question that it certainly
does. But the danger does not

Check it!
• The Nerd Facebook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about articles.
current events or campus happenings.

Cbeen to - the end of the
semester! It's

Jeers to - the ICKK mowman in Hay~
~Idaho. This ~st
speaks of bacl
taste, people. And
it haS a noose as

almost time to
kick back and
relax for a few
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The opinion section is looking
for a cartoonist and it could be
you! Apply at The Murray
State News in Wilson Hall,
room Ill.
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Waste not, want not
Living in the
residential colleges was probably my most comfortable experience with utili~
ties.
Apart from bat:..L.......:.....:....o--..,~;,& tling silently over
Casey Bradley the heat during
Opinion Editor w inter months
with my roommate, heating and cooling were
plentiful and unrestricted.
After moving out of the colleges,
this comfortable lifestyle abusing
utilities came to a painful halt as the
reality hit: Utilities cost money (go
figure). It was easy to avoid thinking about the cost of burning heat
or turning the dorm room into a
refrigerator wheJl I never had to
foot the bill.
As the air chills, electricity isn't
the only thing to get burned
through mindlessly. Christmas
mornin g always turns out bags
upon bags of not only presents, but
discarded packaging and wrapping
paper. Sure, some boxes and bags
are stashed for later use, but a
majority of the decorative packaging is tossed.
Really,, what are you going to do
with all of that tattered paper after
you tear through to the presents?
Sitting immersed in a pile of paper
shreds, loving (or pretending to
like) your gifts, thoughts of reduc' ing your waste are the last thing to
• cross your mind. That fancy paper,
though, doesn't go far. From store,
to under the tree and then eventual' ly in the trash, it has a short life.
' Instead of spending money on
sparkling paper (wh ich is quite
pretty and attractive, no doubt
about it) this year, wrap your presents in an old issue of the newspaper (there are p lenty to be found).
After a morning of. demolishing
paper to get to presents, you have
more -option s t han just toss_ing your
paper.
Relatively simply you could turn
those scraps o f newspaper into
homemade paper. And you know
what you could do with that? Send
ou t thank you cards to your fr iends
and relativ~s for the presents you
love (or pretend to like)!
With a piece of mesh screen,
shreds of paper soaked in water and
a bit of patience, you can not only
thank people, but you can recycle
(again).
Just think, this very newspaper
can go from reading material. to
wrapping paper and eventually a
thank you card.
Three uses out of one product

:~:~l~)~e trinity of awesome (fo·

Everyone practices the questionable holiday recycling known as
regifting, so why not practice
another for m this year? Tap into
your crafty side and get your hands
a little dirty (it's not too messy, this
making paper business).
Show San ta your conservative
side and you'll most definitely make
the 'nice' list next Christmas, hands
down.

Contact Bradley at
bradley@murraystate.edu.
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·LBL highway construction nears completion
I

Austin Ramsey
Assistant News Editor
The drive home Monday for junior Kate Hildabrand from he r
hometown during Thanksgiving break in Lewisburg. Ky., was
not a pleasant one.
As she drew near the b kc region and the smooth four-lane
US 68/KY 80 highway, became a bumpy two-lane, a weathered
truck appeared in front of her. easing down the battered old Canton Road at a speed she described as "incredibly frustrating."
Hildabrand knew she had to get back to school soon, as her
ftrst class was an early one, but when the truck crossed the lake
Barkley Bridge in the Land Between the lakes (LBL) recreational area and met the construction on the highway. the pace
slowed to an unbearable crawl.
Then the truck and she in close pursuit came across something that had not been there before: passing room. Hildabrand
slingshot around the old truck on a section of the road that was
now four lanes wide.
"It was a breath of fresh air," she said, looking back.
The road she and other students used to and from home for
Thanksgiving Break is the westernmost section of the corridor
highway bounded by LBL thut links the bootleg of Kentucky to
the rest of the state.
Keith Todd, public information officer with district one of the
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet (.1\"TC), said the opening,
which spans from the edge of the Kentucky Lake Bridge west to
the interchange with The Trace highway at the LBL service station, will soon be followed by the opening of the much larger,
ftve-mile eastern section.
"Hopefully in the next few weeks, we will have the rest of the
, four-lane open, which would be the eastern section: which
would run from The Trace over to what's called the Lawrence
Memorial Bridge in Canton, Ky.," he said.
Todd said the full 8.2-mile project is dependent on the crews
ability to tidy up the lain asphalt in a timely manner.
"The asphalt's already been put down, so (the crews) are
doing shoulder work. sigoage, landscaping, ditch work," he said.
"It's kind of a day-to-day thing. because it's highly dependent on
doing a lot of landscaping and finished work - things like that."
The KTC chose the Rogers Group, Inc., Western Kentucky
Construction to complete the project, which was given an initial
price tag of $50 million, according to Public Relations Specialist
r om Kenley, of the company.
"Rogers Group was awarded the construction project by the
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet through tbc standard bidding
proces," she said. "Since. the US 68/KY 80 project has proceeded with minimal obstacles."
Todd also said some additionally needed funds were provided
at the downturn of the nation's economy when the state was
awarded a federal stimulus grant.
Genise Schmittou. public relations specialist for the U.S. Forest Service at LBL, said the national recreation area worked
closely with the state in planning for and informing the public
about the project. She said she is glad it is finally coming to a
close, though.
"We're all looking forward to the project being completed,"
she said, laughing.
However, Todd said the state is not done with renovating the
lake region's primary highway. The next step. due to begin in
two years, is the construction of two respective replacements for
the Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley bridges.
"We're going to use what's called a basket-handle arch
design," be said of the two bridges, which will take four to six

Drivers heading west on the Lake Barkley Bridge meet the last stretch of construction as they enter the LBL recreational area.

Derek Mtller/The N uws

Austin Ramsey/The Ne••s

Workers' equipment still lines the shoulders of the western section.

The project was partly funded by a federal stimulus granl

~cars to complete. "It's a prcttr unique design; I don't think there
arc more than maybe a half a dozen or so like that in the United
States."
Todd said the final project, ·w hen l'mnpleted, will be a great
asset to Murray and the University.
"T.raditionally, tpc business community in Murray has had
.strong tics north and south ulong US 641 through western Kentucky and west 'l'enncssee. and the lakes have been something of
a barrier to commerce over the years," he said. "This will greatly improve the east-west C(lnncctions .through Murray. and I

would expect more people from Hopkinsville and Cadii will lind
it easier to get to Murray. It will strengthen the University and
its students."
In the meantime, students slwuld be c~utious and wary of construction on the eastern portion of the newly finished highway.
officials said.
Slower speeds arc nel!ded when maneuvering around heavy
equipment und workmen in close proximity to the traffic flow,
they said.

Contact Rarmcy at aramseyS@murraystate.edu.
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Professor's
memoir
detalls
struggles
Across campus
Haley Russell

Mills said his book was not only about his
decision to attend school. The book deals
with the Civil Rights Movement, and the
many schools at which Mills went on to
In a word, Mills could be described as
"dynamic," Roslyn White, assistant (iirector , teach, such as New York, West Virginia,
Marshall and finally Murray State.
of recruitment at Murray State, said.
"It's about the fact that I grew up. in a segMarvin Mills, retired professor from Murregated society," he said. "Rather than quitray State and the University's first black faculty members, bas written his autobiography,
ting, I pursued to New York and got my
telling the story of his 80 years and the chaldegree, and I succeeded because l went back
to teach at a school (Marshall) that I couldn't
lenges and triumphs he experienced.
Mills, the creator of the Occupational Safeattend. I was the first black professor there."
ty and Health (OSHA) program, said he origMills, though, has no bitterness concerning
inally aspired to work as a coal miner.
the denial of his education.
"In spite of that, I was never anti-anything;
"I'd insisted on going to the coal mines,"
I just thought if I worked hard and did my
Mills said when explaining the title of his
book, "Mind Not Mine." "But my father said
job, someone would recognize it," he said.
Mills came to Murray State in 1977 and said
He described his near-death experience in
it was a great decision to begin teaching here.
"It's the best place I ever worked," he said.
the coal mines of West Virginia, and the
which prompted his decision to join the army
"I worked at New York University. West Virand get an education.
ginia, Marshall and Murray. Murray was by
far the best place to teach. It was the best col''I went to school and I didn't look back. I
stayed in school and tried to go on and get
lege. It was a joy teaching there."
Even though Mills retired from teaching
my masters," Mills said.
State laws kept him from doing so. Mills
more than twenty years ago, he is still very
active on campus, said S.G. Cartbc111 director
was declined at every school in West Virginia because of his race.
of African-American student services.
"I had been in the Army in World War II,
"He's on a number of committees at the
and when I came back, I could not go to any
University," he said.
Describing his book, Carthcll said it has
institution in the state of West Virginia to get
my master's degree because I was black," he
several different aspects and takes a look not
only into Mills' life. but into history as well.
said. "I had to go to New York University to
get my master's degree and then my doctor·
"The book does a couple of things: it gives
ate degree."
us insight on a person who has taught here at
Staff writer

..... , opealate tbr sl'l1dyiDg
~enta studying for

fJ.aa1s weelt are ~

ased to use Watertleld Ubtary.

The Ubrary facilities are open 24/7 until Frl·
day, bee. 20, according to the University web
site.
The circulation desk wiU still close atl ~.
lUld. rented laptops must be retlU'Jled before dilt
time. l'be coffee shop on the fkst floor bf tM
library wW close 'at the uSUal time of 10 p.m.

AwaniDOIIIInadoas aceepted
1be Oftke ol the Provost, with the help ofthe
Offac:e of u~ Research aad Scholarly Activity, is accepting nominations for ttJ.
University Distinguished Mentor Award
GuideUues fot eligibility tequirelilents, the
nomination process and award timellne are

.available online.
The recipient ol the honorary faculty award
will receive a $1.000 Stipend ao.d r«opition at
annual UDiversJty events.
NODllnations are bej.ng accepted from st\1-'
d.ents, faculty, sWf' and alunmi u.ndl DeceJn1)er
1, 2010.

Kentucky's
'King of Pot'
outlaw on lam
Associated Press
SPRINGFIELD, Ky. - With authorities closing in to seize 2.400 marijuana plants on John
Robert Boone's farm two years ago, the Kentucky outlaw vanished like a puff of smoke.
The prolific grower has been dodging the
law ever since, his folk-hero status growing
with every sale of a "Run, Johnny, Run" T-shirt
and dick on his Facebook fan page.
Tracking down the fugitive who resembles a
tattooed Santa Claus has proven as hard as

"trying to catch a ghost" for the federal authorities canvassing tight-lipped residents among
the small farms in a rural area southeast of
Louisville. Boone, who's trying to avoid the life
sentence he would get if convicted a third time
of growing pot, has plenty of sympathizers in
an area where many farmers down on their
luck have planted marijuana.
"That's all he's ever done. raising pot," longtime friend Larry Hawkins, who owns a bar and
restaurant called Hawk's Place, said. "He never
hurt nobody."
As Hawkins puts it, there are two kinds of
growers: "You've got the caught and the
uncaught." And, at least for now, the 67-yearold Boone is a bit of both.
He spent more than a decade in federal
prison after being convicted in the late 1980s of
taking part in what federal prosecutors called
the "largest domestic marijuana syndicate in
American history," a string of29 farms in Minnesota, Illinois. Indiana, Kentucky, Michigan,
Nebraska, Missouri, Kansas and Wisconsin.
The group became known as the "Cornbread
Mafia" and Boonf! was tagged by prosecutors
as their leader, earning him the nicknames
"King of Pot" and "Godfather of Grass." Even-

tually, 70 Kentuckians were accused of growing 182 tons of marijuana.
Boone's looks arc a mixture of grandfatherly
and sinister. Around the time of the 2008 raid
on his property 60 miles southeast of
Louisville. Boone sported white hair on his
balding head and a shaggy white beard.
•
Yet across his back are large, tattooed letters
spelling "Omerta," the infamous Sicilian word
that describes the underworld code of silence.
While federal authorities don't describe him
as violent, his criminal record dates back to the
1960s and includes charges of wanton endan·
germent and illegal firearm possession.
Deputy U.S. Marshal James Habib and
Boone's friends call him an innovator, scparat·
ing male from female plants on a large scale to
increase potency and experimenting with
seeds from around the world in different climates.
"He was the player. There might have been
one or two close to him," Jack Smith, a former
federal prosecutor who represented Boone in
the 1980s case. said. "I never heard of anybody
who was bigger."
While Smith said some sec marijuana growers as harmless. he points out large-scale oper-

"In spite of (discrimination), I was
never anti-anything; I just thought if
I worked hard and did my job,
someone would recognize it."
-Marvin Mills
former Murray State faculty member
Murray State University in a big way, he's
over 80 years old, so he's lived a very long
time and through some very, very challeng·
ing times in our country to still rise and be at
the level that he's at," Carthell said. "It's a
look through history and it's a different way
to look through history because you're looking through the eyes of someone you know,
and that's connected to the University and
who is still contributing."
As Carthell further explained the way in
which the book looked in history, he said that
segregation and the Civil Rights Movement
was prominent.
At Murray State, Mills is still connecting
the UJtiversity with students and is always
recruiting students to attend the University
that he enjoyed so much.
Said White: "He's a very dynamic, charis·
matic person, and someone who has such a
rich history."
Contact Russell at hrussell@murraystate.
edu.

ations can fund other illegal activities such as
prostitution or lead to violence between dealers. Large marijuana fields in Kentucky and
elsewhere are sometimes booby-trapped or
patrolled by armed growers.
"It's illegal for a reasOn," Smith said.
Boone's rough-edged stomping grounds, dotted with small towns, corn fields and bourbon
distilleries. have a colorful history of fostering
illicit activities.
The area was home to moonshine runners
during Prohibition, who often darted into rows
of corn stalks and barns to hide from federal
agents. In the early 1980s, as the economy
soured and prices for tobacco and farm products dropped, parts of central Kentucky had
unemployment rates nearing 14 percent. The
rate in the area now is around 9 percent, simi·
Jar to the national average.
"A lot of the sons of moonshine makers
turned to marijuana." Smith said.
Boone himself invoked the area's hardships
during the 1988 court hearing at which he was
sentenced t9 20 years in prison.
"With the poverty at home, marij~ana is
sometimes one of the things that puts bread on
the table," Boone said.

ENVISION THINK
NEW: Neighboring states tuition savings program!
To find out how, visit:

http:/I grads chooI. siuc. edu/i magi ne. htm I
For more information:
Lu Lyons (618) 453.4512
llyons@siu.edu
Pat McNeil (618) 453.4330 pmcneil@siu.edu
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Southern Illinois University Carbondale
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Chris Morehead, senior from Paducah, and Rachel Loomis. senior from O'Fallon, Ill., head ttie AIDS walk Wednesday as part of Racer(RED) week.

9A

Kyle Schupe, junior from Farmington, Ky., speaks on the steps of Lovett
Auditorium at the end of the AIDS walk.

AIDS walk challenges epidemic
John Walker
Staff writer
Racer(RED) week came to a· head Wednesday evening when
students took part in an AIDS walk across campus to commemorate those who have dk·d in the epidemic.
The week is sponsurcd by MSU Alliance, the Women's Center
and the Center fur Multicultural Affairs to commemorate World
AmS Day on Dec I.
More than 30 students, faculty and supporters marched in the
cold from New Richmond College to Mason H~ll where they
previewed a new documentary, "The Lazarus Effect," about
AIDS' victims and recovery in sub-Saharan Africa.
D. Andrew Porter, freshman from Scottsville. Ky., said AIDS is
still an important issue for many people across the world . .
"World AIDS Day is something that should be really looked
at," Porter said. "It is a disease that doesn't discriminate. It
affect,s people across the board."
Porter helped to coordin:1tc the event and sa1d it was wortli
getting people involved for a good cause.
"Basically what we decided is this would be something nice to
do for the campus and to raise awareness on safe sex and HIV,"
Porter said.
After the movie the march continued to the steps of Lovett

Ramadan
road trip
visits Murray.
Ben Morrow
Staff writer
For two young Muslim men, the month of
Ramadan became an opportunity to tour the
United States and blog about their adventures.
Their travels brought them to Murray State's
Curris Center on Friday.
Aman Ali and Bassam Tariq, two friends who
live in New Y<lrk City, talked to Murray State
students about their recent adventure of visiting different mosques around the country during the month of Ramadan. Their tour is called
"30 States in 30 Days: A Ramadan Road Trip."
Ramadan is an Islamic holy monrh where
Muslims are required to filst, or go without
food and drink from sunrise until sunset.
Ali said Ramad:m provided the perfect
opportunity for the two men to travel to differ·
ent Muslim communities and find the similari•

Auditorium where Joshua Adair, associate professor of english,
nnd Kyle Shupe, junior from Farmington, Ky.• spoke about the
impact of AIDS.
. :Shupt' said 1hc inspiration for the event was sparked after the
AIDS quilt visitl•d campus last year.
"When the AIDS quilt was here we really decided that it's time
that we stnrted an AIDS walk on campus so that everybody
would understand," Shupe said. "I believe that our numbers are
about double what we had last year."
' Shupe s:tid it is c~sential for college students to understand the
~lohal impact of AIDS.
"I beliew it'!< very important, because it can affect them,"
Shupe said. ·:we need to be conscious of what the risks are as
well as trying to help those who may be afflicted."
Shupe said AIDS awareness should continue in providing
ways to help th\lSC who are 'already infected.
"I would say concern should be with either prevention or providing medicine to those that arc infected," Shupe said.
Porter said the event's aim was not to focus on the University's campus but to get educated on the larger impact of Ams. He
said the attitude toward the disease have changed drastkally
since its beginning.
"When AIDS first got out they said it was a gay disease,"
Porter said. "'l.hey thought it was God's wa~ of getting rid of us."

tics and differences nmong the groups for
themselves.
"Bassam and 1 both live in New York City
and neither of us arc native New Yorkers," Ali
said. "Last year we decided to visit a different
mosque in New York City every day of
Ramadan. That was in 2009. Immediately we
got a crazy number (lf good responses."
Ali said the responst.• from their blog readers
encouraged them to take their trek to the
national level.
"We knew our experience wasn't unique to
New York," he said. "We knew there were a lot
of great communities in this country to
explore." ·
Ali said he knew their trip would be a large
undertaking.
"This 30-statc trip is hands down one of the
most rewarding- and insane - ideas that we've
ever tackled," Ali said. "We weren't trying to
preach or push any kind of agenda. Our mission
was really to humanize Muslims. We wanted to
see what their lifestyles arc like, what they're
like at the mosques and what they arc like in
their home.
"Muslims CQme from all different backgrounds just like people of any other religion.
The trip really showed us there shouldn't be
one monolithic portrayal
who Muslims are.
Not only that, but <we saw) how embracing
America is of Muslims. I think with all the sur-·
rounding controversies we kind of forgt•t that."
Ali said the trip showed him America is more
accepting of Muslims than many people real·
ize.

of

"I always thought America was an embracing
country, but to hit the road and to truly experience it every step of the way was unbelievably
refreshing," he said.
Ali said his trip opened up new perspectives
of Islam he had not seen before.
''I've always believed Mus! ims to be a diverse
community, but r didn't realize how deep our
roots go in this country."
Ali said be and Tariq found that the first
mosque built in America was in Ross, N.D., a
town with a population of 48 people.
"We feel like we've only scratched the surface of what we learned, and we feel like
there's so much more for us to learn ourselves,"
Ali said. "We really just want to continue the
dialogue. Not only to teach people what Mus·
lims are like. but we want to learn how other
people view Islam.
"Like any group of people, we have problems. We're not above criticism, and we want
to have an honest discussion. I feel like that's
been lacking with all the animosity on both
sides of (controversial issues like} mosques
being built."
Ali said he and Tariq felt it necessary to
engage the public in dialogue.
"Because we don't feel like an open and honest discussioiJ1 is happening, we're willing to
step up to the plate and have the discussion
ourselves," he said.
Ali said they have no plans of slowing down.
"We're continuing our 30 days tour for now,
but next year our plans are to do the 30 states
again," he said. "First we'll do the 20 states we

pizza • salad • pasta • flatbread • desserts • ice cream
~~e
'
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He said the modem view of the disease allows for people to
get past the stigma and help out with the Larger issue.
"l think we can honestly help to sec the end of this epidemic
in our own lifetimes," Porter said.
·
Shupe said the biggest change is coming from the religious
community and its attitude toward the AIDS epidemic.
"The Pope has rccemly announced that condoms rue OK fur
prevention of spreading HIV and AIDS.'' Shupe said.
Brian Kinnaman, senior from St. Louis, said the big~csr impact
is the personnl impacts of AIDS and the motiv:ttion to become
active. not just aware.
"This is a disease that has a large stigma attacht'd to it." Kinnaman said. "I've heard it said that when you hear someone has
cancer they feel for you. Automatically there's sympathy there.
When they here that you have AIDS there's a drawback nnd a
disconnect."
Kinnaman said the AIDS of today is not the same as when it
first appeared in the early 1980s.
"This-isn't the AIDS crises of the 8os and 90s anymore," Kinnaman said. "We need to now work on the stigmatism of thL<> to
our society."
As part ofRacer(RED) week. a tahlc will bl! set up from 1U a.m.
to 2 p.m. today in the Curris Center promoting safe sex.
Contact Walker at john.walker@m'urraystate~edu.

didn't cover, and then go more in depth into
many of the communities we already visited.
We crammed 30 states in 30 days, and we
found a lot of \:Ommunities we could revisit
and really study in depth."
Ali said their plans are m take the next leap
in their travels: an international trip.
"In 2012 we are going to take on the crazy
task of touring 30 countries.'' Ali said. "We just
went to Prague ln November and we'll be head·
ing out to Greece soon.
'"This is really about stepping outside your
own comfort zone. I would Jove to sec nonMuslims visit mosques. and I would love to sec
Muslims visit churches and synagogues. We
should
take time to learn about one another.
regardless of what our background is - not to
debate or to convert - but to have a broJdl.'r
experience of what America is."
Ali said he was glad he and Tariq could visit
Murray State.
"We had just an amazing time at the campus,
just hanging out with everybody," he said.
Last Friday's event was sponsored b}' Murray
State's Institute for International Studies.
·Jennifer Dickey, "education ab~o:Jd adviser.
said the night was a success.
.
"It was a really good event," she said. "There
were a good mix of Muslim and non-Muslim
students there. lt was great to see people from
different backgrounds intcract"
Ali and Tariq's blog may be found at
30mosques.tom.
Contact Morrow at mmormw@Jmurraystatc.
edu.
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\t. Snappy Congratulations to all new graduates!
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Free
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Many students who sell the•r books to
University Book and Bean
suffer from Fat Wallet Syndrome.
r

Signs and symptoms include:
,
. Back pain from sitting for an extended period of time with a large wallet i11
one's back pocket
·
. Urge to constantly treat friends and family to dinner
• Designing and purchasing a pair of sneakers for each day of the week
• Having to buy a world map to track your travels

· Get your Fat Wallet at

UNIVERSITY

*·
*
**
b·o ok

****
bean

1203
. Chestnut St.
270-761-BOOK

Mon - Sat: 7 AM ·- 8PM
Sun: 8AM- 8PM

================~~====TM
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Rental Due Date: December 11, 2010
~
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University to contract psychiatrist
Nick Reside
News Editor
Murray State is seeking to contract a psychiatrist qualified to
write prescriptions for students with mental illnesses. which
would assist the counseling and psychological centers on campus.
Currently, counselors ,at Murray State refer students to one
of two psychiatrists in the area. Health Services no longer
writes prescriptions for mood-altering drugs for students. such
•as anti-anxiety medications and anti-depressants, despite having certified nurses capable of doing so.
Don Robertson, vice president of student affairs, said he
hoped the University would have a psychiatrist contracted on
retainer by J;lnunry 2011.
..We are exploring options of having a psychiatrist with certain hours and seeing whether or not it is feasible to do that,
which would just enhance what we're currently offering,"
Robertson said.
Bill Allbritten, head of the counseling center, said students would be able to sec the psychiatrist free of charge.
Counseling at the counseling and psychological centers is
already free of charge for students. faculty and staff.
He said he did not know where the psychiatrist
office would be located.
"It might be downtown. It might be here on campus,"
Albritten said.
Robertson said the psychiatrist would be contracted with

the University. rather than being a full-time employee.
He said hiring a psychiatrist would not happen overnight.
"We're looking to see about the feasibility, what the cost
would be, do we have the resources - again, reassessing the
need," Robertson said. "We're still exploring, looking at the
possibilities."
Robertson, stressing the need for awareness across campus,
said the University promotes its counseling services to its best
ability.
''We want to make sure students are aware of the resources
that arc here," he said, "We still will hear sometimes from students that they didn't know the resources are available."
He said students should not be afraid to ask for help when
they need it, adding services are confidential.
"We want students to utilize those services." Robertson said.
Cynthia Hart. counselor at the center in Ordway Hall, helps
troubled students cope with anxiety, depression, grief from loss

of a loved one, eating disorders and more.
"The o nset of many, if not most mental illnesses is ages 18 to
24," Hart said. "Guess where many are? They're in college. Plus,
we're seeing many more students starting college already diagnosed with some sort of mental illness."
She acknowledged public awareness of mental illness may
have increased, rather than illnesses afflicting young adults earlier.
"That's always a tough one to figure out," Hart said. "I think
people are just more aware."
She said counseling is not something about which to be
embarrassed .
"As humans we're not really equipped to deal with a bombardment of stimuli," Hart said. "So I would say in today's culture it's more of a challenge to remain sane."
Hart said she understands Health Services' reluctance to prescribe mood-altering drugs to students.
"They said they really don't thin.lc they have the expertise,
and I can respect that," Hart said.
The counseling center acquired a third full-time counselor
last spring. Hart said the ratio of students to counselors is still
10.000 to three.
"Whether we could (hire another counselor ) next
year is probably not as likely," Robertson said. "But if we
determined the need was there, it would be put on the pri·
ority list to be considered."
Contact Reside at nicholas.reside@murraystate.
edu.

IJ1s humans we're not
really equipped to deal
with a bombardment of stimuli.
So I would say in today's
culture it's more of a challenge
to remain sane."
Cy~thia

Hart, University counselor
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Fi~ley's

Store Hours
Man - Sat 10-6

House of Diamonds Doors
open
10 a.m.

M ONDAY NIGHTS ARE
E IGHTS !
25% OFF ALL FOOD WI S TUDENT ID
F REE C ORN HOLE AND TRIVIA

••••••••••••••••••
HAPPY H OUR
M ONDAY-FRIDAY 3-6
S ATURDAY 11-6

Corner of 1Oth & Arcadia •

759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres

WWW.BIGAPPLEMURRAY~ COM
~ 1 Love Big Apple? "Like Us" on Facebookl

SAVE
After 49 years In the jewelry business,
I am excited to announce that I have been STOREWIDE
asked to join aNational Jewelry Consulting
firm, which has been alifelong dream of
mine. Before this happens, I must sell off
my entire Inventory of fine jewelry.

Paye Pinfey
President
Kentucky Jewelers
Association
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a Bit Outside

· Lesser of two evils
Everyone has a vice
or two. Some people
sew, some drink.
Charlie
Manson
killed people and I
like to read.
I can't explain why
but I've always been
kind of a nerd in that ---~--sense. Laying in bed
. .
on Monday morning
5ports Edttor
(in what has become
a tradition for me) I started my day off
right reading ESPN.com. when I happened upon an article by Scoop Jackson
which discussed whether or not Kobe
Bryant was a Top 10 player in NBA history. That question intrigued me because of
many a discussion I've had with fraternity brothers (*cough* Scan Miller and
Leonard Matlock *cough*) about
whether or not Kobe was even the best
player in the game today. Who else
would challenge the Black Mamba? The
one, the only ... King James.
I've never been afraid of speaking my
mind (apparently neither is my assistant
Drew Hursey who garnered his first
piece of hate mail over his Duke article)
so I thought, "Hey what a great chance to
start some discussion."
Let me just start by giving a disclaimer
though. Neither of those guys is MJ. I
can't sttess this enough because both
camps seem to be under the impression
their man is the second coming of Jordan. They are both arrogant and wrong.
As of now Kobe is the better player,
I'll concede that. He's No. 10 in my book
as far as the greats go and when he finds
a way to pick up ring six he'll move up
the list. Lebron, ehh, well Lebron is this
generation's version of Magic minus all
the adoring fans and team success. I Like
both Kobe and Bron Bron but right now
it's undisputable that,Kobe is at the top.
Heck, Lebron left a place that loved him
in search of a ring and now he's stuck in
Miami playing second fiddle to Dwayne
Wade· on a borderline awful team.
But the question is who will be a better player when all is said and' done. I say
James.
My reasoning is pretty simple. Lebron
is a more complete player and can do
things physically Kobe could never do.
You'll never hear me say that Lebron
will outshoot Bryant and I'd be insane to
say he's more clutch than the Black
Mamba (Kobe doesn't miss layups
EVER. especially not in the Finals) but
even No. 24 has his limits.
There simply aren't many guys around
like Lebron anymore. Six-foot-S giants
who dribble and pass like point guards
and can get wherever they want on the
court.
Has Kobe won five rings? Yes, he has.
Were three of those won playing Robin
to Shaq's Batman? Yes. Kobe wasn't content being No. 2 anymore and forced one
of the most enduring and dominant players in the history of the league out of LA.
I'll never forgive him for that but I guess
•
that's just my bias.
In Kobe's defense though he did take
the takers on his back and drag them
back to prominence but give Lebron
three years and he'll have a title as well.
Quote me on that.
rm sure some people will say, "Well
you're just a Lebron fan, that's why you
don't like ~obe." Actually I'm not. I used
to like Lebron but then he straight up
Benedict Arnold-ed the city of Cleveland
and drop-kicked them in the teeth on
national television.
Do I blame him for leaving? No, who
could blame him for being upset when
Cleveland refused to put any talent
around him. Most nights it was Larry,
Moe, Curley, Shemp and Lebron taking .
the floor but it was wrong of him to do
them the way he did. You don't need to
make a media circus out of it and
embarass the city you supposedly love
on national television.
My criteria for this whole column
comes down to one thing though. Given
the opportunity to build around one
player as a rookie (given that I know
now what they'll become) who do I
choose? Lebron, that's who.
Is Kobe a player? Absolutely but
Lebron has been gifted in ways that
Kobe isn't. Lebron makes others around
him better, can battle down low in the
post with centers, drop assists like Ricky
Three Stacks drops cash for "problems"
and can fill it up whenever he feels like
it.
•
All in all, say what you want. I'm not
anybody important but given the choice
I'll go with old No. 6 any day and I know
there are plenty around who side with
me.
Just like anything, perception is in the
eye of the beholder and I say Lebron is
the best. What say you?
Contact Waddell at gregory.waddell@
murraystate.edu.
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Top: Senior forward Jeffery McClain plays touoh defense against an
East Tennessee State opponent .
left: Junior ouard Jewuan Long looks for a teammate while drivli'KJ to
the basket.
Above: Freshman ouard Allison Karst prepares to shoot a free-throw.
Bottom left Junior forward Ivan Aska wrestles with an opponent for
the ball.
Bottom rloht Women's basketball Head Coach Rob Cross motivates the
team durii'KJ atimeout.
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The Great Outdoors
Meeting shines light on Issue
The
public
showed up Monday night at Kentucky Dam Village
at the first of nine
Kentucky Depart·
ment of Fish and
Wildlife Resources
(KDFWR)
town meetings to
Steve
take place across
Miller
the
Kentucky's Outdoor col~ist
nine districts to speak about their concerns of Western Kentucky's natural
resources. Some voiced praise for the job
by the KDFWR while others let their disappointments be heard. One thing was
certain at the l!nd of the meeting: there is
always room for improvement. Here are
some of the key issues:
The price of non-resident bunting
licenses
Residents of Kentucky had many
gripes about the low cost of non-resident
deer licenses. To be frank. it is a bargain
considering the quality of deer in the
state and compared to other state's fees.
The price of a non-resident archery deer
tag in lllinois is $473.25. In Kentucky,
out-of-state hunters pay just $190. This is
why a great amount of non-resident
hunters come here each season.
All these hunters need a place to hunt.
The places residents used to have permission to hunt on are now being leased
to out-of-town hunters at a price set by
the landowner. The day!l of a mutually
beneficial agreement between residents
and farmers - one where the hunter got
to hunt on private land and the farmer
controlled the crop wrecking herd by
allowing hunters to hunt their land - is
over.
The easy fix seems to be to jack up the
prices uf non-resident license fees and to
relieve out-of-state hunting pressure.
Unfortunately, it is not that easy. More
license sales mean more money in the
state's pocket. Those same hunters who
needed a place to hunt also need a place
to stay, eat, buy gas and spend money.
The result is better economies in towns
across the state and more transactions
for the state to tax.
Stabilizing the crappie, bass populations on Kentucky, Barkley lakes
Towns like Aurora, Cadiz and
Gilbertsville depend on the fruits of the
lakes to bring in visitors and money.
Guides make more mont•y when the fishing is good. Everyone is a lot happier
when they are catching flSh. A declining
quality of sport flSh will take Kentucky
Lake's reputation as a world class desti·
nation with it.
As reservoirs age, the available habitat
disappears. The habitat important to a
fi~h's survival by giving them a place to
hide from prt•dators until they mature
and spawn becomes limited. KDFWR
has not had to step in to help Kentucky
Lake, but they may need to start, evident
by the consensus of guides and recreational anglers at the meeting.
Some great suggestions were brought
to the meeting, and it will be interesting
to see what KDfWR docs with them. A
group of guides proposed making the
wildlife refuges on the lakes spawning
sanctuaries for game fish. Extend the
period they are closed until May, after
the spring spawn and plant artificial
spawning beds at various sea levels so
the fish have the proper habitat to spawn
without being molested by anglers.
We can no longer rely on nature to
provide the great fishery we are accustomed to having each spring. lt is no
longer enough to hope the water levels
remain stable and the fish find a place to
lay their eggs each spring. Action needs
to be taken to maintain the ~eat fishing
Kentucky Lake has seen in the past.
Stop the invasion of the Asian
bighead carp
The time for preventing the spread of
Asian carp is over. They are here, and if
something is not done to extinguish the
population in Kentucky Lake the aforementioned spawning issue will not be a
problem, because there will be such a
decimated population of game fish. The
invasive carp could go from being a nuisance species to top predator in just a
few years.
Action by placing a bounty on these
fish and allowing commercial fishermen
to harvest them and collect the rewards
is the fastest way to remedy the problem.
It is expensive in the short term, but an
investment in the long run.
The state has heard from the people of
western Kentucky, and the ball is now in
their court. It will be interesting to sec
what changes the folks in Frankfort make
in the years to come.
Conc.1ct Miller at stevcn.millcr@
murraystate.edu.
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Elizabeth Johnson

Edltor-iltOIIef
Last week: 4-Z
Season record: 39-33

GrtQ Waddell
Sports Ecltor
Last week: 5-1
Season record: 48-24

No.1 Auburn
vs. No. 19 South Carolina

Each week. The Newf Elizabeth Johnson. GreQ Waddell. Drew Hursey, Will
cartwri9ht. Sophie McDonald plus a 911est face off in a heated round of Pick 'em.

Drew Hursey

Assistant Sports Ed'ltor
last week: 3·3
Season record: 45·27

Will cartwright
Chief Basebai~Analyst
Lastweek:H
Season record: 48·24

Sophie McDonald

Guest: Aimee Beasley

Rifle Correspondent
last week: 5·1

~fnlnl'llb:lll

Season record: 43-29

Last week: 3-3
Season record: 43-29
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No. 21 Florida State
vs. No. 15 Virginia Tech
No. 9 Oklahoma
vs. No. 13 Nebraska

usc
at UCLA
No. 25 Northern Illinois
vs. Miami (OH)
No. 2 Oregon

at Oregon State
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Men's Basketball

Death Valley trip
looms for Racers

I

Sophie McDonald
Staff writer
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I Sophomore forwardBrandon Garrett battlesfor arebound.
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Sophomore guard Isaiah canaan brinos the ball up the court.
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After trekking to the west coast and
competing in the 76 Classic in Ana·
heim, Calif., the basketball team has
returned back home to face OVC opponent Morehead State on the road Saturday.
The Racers scored 55 points in their
first two game:;, beating Stanford by
three and succumbing to the University
of Nevada Las Vegas Rebels who
scored 69 points, before losing to Ok.la·
homa State 6649.
Despite the losses, Head Coach Billy
Kennedy said he was pleased with the
level of play.
"I'm very pleased with the effort we
bad in California," Kennedy said. "We
didn't play as smart as we'd like. didn't
make enough shots, but we competed at
a high level against three really great
teams."
During the tournament, Murray State
went to Disneyland and was on ESPNU
three times for game coverage.
..We got great publicity out of that.''
he said . . "I'm very pleased with the
opportunity we had, and we competed
well. Every game going into the s"econd
half we were eight-down, six-down,
five-down, we had opportunities, but
we didn't play special enough to mald·
mize those opportunities and our opponents didn't play bad."
Aft er flying across the country and
prepar ing to play hard this week,
Kennedy said the team refuses to be
compromised by fatigue.
"I'm concerned about being tired
because I know I'm tired. but we can't
accept that, we have to be ready to go,"·
he said. "We're going in with the mind·
set to win. (Tiredness) won't be an
excuse of us winning or losing; it's
whether or not we make shots and
defend the three-point line."
Both Murray State and Moreh~ad
come into the game with records of 3-3
and home records of 2-0, so the Racers
look to give the Eagles their first taste
of home defeat.

"'11tey're struggling scoring too. but
they're very hard to !icorc against,"
Kennedy said. "Kenneth Faried really
dominates the paint, more so than
maybe anybody in the country, and
that's a big statement to make."
Faried bas played 188 minutes and
has averaged 18.5 points. claiming the
top spot on the Eagles team and averag·
ing 8.3 points more than Murray's lead·
ing scorer, senior guard B.J. Jenkins.
Kennedy said the Racers must attack
defensively, aggressively and with
awareness to clinch n win.
"Our othl~r players are going to have
to play well because (Morehead's)
other players don't contribute a lot of
points or production," Kennedy said.
"They're really ~olid and they don't
make mistakes; so we'll have to match
that by not turning the ball over, and
then we'll have to have some other guys
step up and make shots from the
perimeter."
Morehead plays all-zone and averaged 69.2 points in their sbc games, 10.2
points higher than Murray State's average. Kennedy said defense is the key to
success.
"Our defense has to be great, and
right now I think it's g()(1d, but not
great," he said.
Another wa)' the team will improve is
the guards running the wings. Kennedy
said.
"We just don't have wings that run,"
he said. "All our guards turn back look·
ing for the ball all the time. We basically start three point guards and having
guys up the floor has been an issue."
As the team prepares to face upcoming opponents. Kennedy said they
won't change much.
"We're going to continue to play like
we have the last few years, attack early
if we can," he said.
After the Racers compete against
Morehead, they travel to Chattanooga,
Tenn.. before returning home to the
CFSB Center to host Bethel at 7 p.m. on
Dec. lS.
Contact McDonald at smcdonald3cgJ
murraystate.edu.
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Isaac Spencer is arguably one of the best players in Racer ~istory while Danero 1homas hit
In his senior season Deleri Ma)'es earned OVC Player of the Year and B.J. Jenkins led his own team In scoring en route to the NCAA tourney. arguably the biggest shot in Racer history to go along with a pretty solid career in its own riqhl

In this week's special section, The News' Greg Waddell and Drew Hursey discuss last season's special team and compare it to, in our opinion, its closest counterpart, the '97-'98 squad. Led
by ls:~ac Spencer and DcTcri Mayes, the team rolled through competition and the city of Murray was rocking in early 1998 as Head Coach Mike Gottfried's squad garnered a Top 25 ranking
and looked strong heading into the NCAA tournament. Their fairy tale season ended early when they fell hard with a 97-74 defeat at the hands of Rhode Island in the tournament's opening
round. From the team, all five starters went to play in the professionai ranks overseas but the question remains. without a signature win during March Madness, can the team claim supremaC)' when compared to the '09-'10 edition? Here's our take:

Point Guard: Chad Townsend vs. B.J. Jenkins
Our View:
As far as pure point guard play goes Townsend wins this battle hands down. The guard from Texas tossed in
13.8 points per game while dishing out more than five assists a game (5.2) during his senior season. but being a
lead guard requires much more. The point guard is the coach on the floor and in many ways runs not only the
offense but the team as well. In his first season as a Racer, Jenkins rately backed down to anyone and was the
steady leader in a group of veterans, leading the team in scoring at 10.6 a game. In big matchups. Jenkins always
seemed to play bigger.

The Edge: B.J. Jenkins
Shooting Guard: De'Teri Mayes vs. lsacc Miles
Our View:
In our minds the shooting guard should be able to, well, shoot. and no one was better at that than Mayes in
his time in the blue and gold. Terrorizing the OVC during his senior season, Mayes put on a clinic, knocking
down 44 percent of his three-point attempts and averaging 21.5 points per game to claim OVC Player of the
Year. Nothing against Miles. but he couldn't claim that kind of hardware during his junior year and while a formidable player. proved not as crafty a scorer as DT. Where Miles shined though was his versatility, as the
6-foot-2 guard found a way to contribute even when not filling up the net and recorded the school's only tripledouble against UT-Martin during his sophomore season.

The Edge: De'Teri Mayes
Small Forward: Rod Murray vs. Danero Thomas
Our View:
A high-flying wing player'who could do battle with the big boys down low or step out to knock down a three,
there wasn't much Murray couldn't do during his sophomore season. Averaging 9.5 points a game and 4.7
boards, Murray was the quintessential small forward who teamed with big man and fellow sophomore Isaac
Spencer to create an imposing front court for OVC foes during their time at Murray State. However, Thomas
was a little more complete in his senior season and gets the nod after hitting arguably the biggest shot in Murray State history to take down favorite Vanderbilt in the NCAA tournament opening round game.

The Edge: Danero Thomas
Power Forward: Isaac Spencer vs.lvan Aska
Our View:
Averaging just more than 10 points a game and adding nearly five rebounds during the '09-'10 season, forward
Ivan Aska had an up and down sophomore year, but just couldn't quite play the role Spencer held during the
'98 season. A load in the paint, Spencer could step out and hit the 15-footer comfortably, making him a dual
threat. Arguably one of the best players to ever don a Racers' jersey, Spencer wins this contest in a landslide.
Aska is a good player but not quite at the same spot Spencer was in that time of his career.

The Edge: Isaac Spencer
Center. Duane Virgil vs. Tony Easley
Our View.
The easiest call in the whole debate, in our opinion, is Tony Easley. He runs away with the title of best center. A force in the paint who helmed a formidable defense. Easley made his biggest mark as the emotional leader
for the plucky group of Racers who refused to lose. A fan favorite during his career at Murray State, Easley
saved his biggest games for the biggest stage and proved to be an integral part to the team's winning atmosphere. Virgil was a good player in his own right and even parlayed that into a professional career overseas, but
in the hearts of Murray State fans, Slim just can't be beat.

. The Edge: Tony Easley
Photos courtesy of The Shield

In a close battle, we give the edge to last year's squad who, with a deeper bench and more signature wins, etched their
names in Murray State lore with the most wins in program history. The '98 squad can boast that among its ranks were
two OVC players of the year but, all in all, last year's squad put up too good a fight to be knocked off their perch.
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When you loolc at the way coUege footblll
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Should NCAA
ind:.w -For once I pt to arpae about something I
actuaUy believe ln. I will ..y it once and I
will say it empbaticallf. YES, COLLRGR
FOOTBALL NEEDS A PLAYOFF SYSTEM.
(The caps lock means I'm yelling it.)
1 actually can't believe it hasn't been
implemented already considering bow
jacked up the current system is.
I'll get to examples that back my point
later but for now I'll anPJe against one of the
only things BCS afficlonados have to offer.
I'm sure Drew will point out bow important the BCS makes the regular season. and I
will have stopped listening after the farst
word. If that's the case. let's up the ante a little bit and shorten the season. If there are
less games, that makes each one more
important, right? Or even better, how about
at the end of each game the losing team
kicks a starter off both their offensive and
defensive units. That'll make them play
harder and the games better, right?
No, those are both stupid ideas and so is
the argument, That's the point. The NCAA
is an evil corporation that exploits student
athletes for a profit and few things they do
make sense.
There should be a playoff but there won't
ever be in my lifetime. Why? Because there's
too much money to be made. Bowl games
rake in tons of cash every year and those
tight-fisted owners aren't quite ready to let
go of those dump trucks full of money.
The whole system is ridiculous but not

==• ~~

care ..,_ tJile NCAA'I
awarcM 'tMil they could

:~...-.the NCAA's
Hen's aa example.

Oak Hill, tbe hish school

football
have a
Ia 0ff?

basket&all J'C)Wet'house
ill . VlfibUa, recruifs
playen IDd will .tell you
they rec:ruit them. You Willi to know why
Steve Smith doesn"t care what the state of
Virginia thinb? Because the Warriors don"t
play for the state championship.
The problem with my idea is that schools
are led by their presidents who just care
about lining their pockets.
In 2003, Oklahoma lost 3S.7 to Kansas
State in the BiB 12 conference cbampiODJhip
game. But guess who was playins in the BCS
national championship game weeks later. Go
ahead. I'll waiL That's right, Oklahoma.
They leapfroged AP No. 1 USC and then
were smashed by LSU. That was the year the
NCAA crowned Co-National Champs alter
USC still finished No. 1 in the AP ftna1 poll.
Good choice, BCS.
All in all the BCS is a travesty. Let's jUst
take the eight best teams and &quare off.
Everything will work ouL Boise State and
TCU will still get smashed alter one round,
Lee Corso will cry and an SRC team will win
it all. All will be right with the world and we
can ftnally forget about that stupid little
blight in ctllege football's history.

'*'"

The perfect~

pened just this , . . . . .
end when Boise StMe ..,.
to Nenda. ~ sa.te bact
been undefeated 1IDtll this
point. which means if they
WOUld baYe won. tbreJwere
•
certain to get a BCS pme,
but t1ley didn't wiD. all but
eliminating tbemaelYea from a BCS pme.
Not only did they lose any chance of making
it to a BCS championship game where they
would have a chance to win the national
championship, but they also lost out on the
huge payout which comes with being in a
BCS game. around $10 million dollars.
No other sport can say every single regu·
lar seuon game is so important. I love- college basketball, the MLB and the NR., but
the regular seuon just does not have the
same amount of hype around it as collep
football does.
When Murray State's men's basketball
team lost to Ole Miss. UNLV and Oklahoma
State, Billy Kennedy was probably upset at
how his team played. and you can be sure
the players were disappointed. but did these
losses drive the coach and players to tears
because the season was now over and nothing could be accomplished? Of course not,
because they know in regular seuon basketbalL you are not going to win every game (it
hasn't been done since the 197S Indiana
Hoosiers).

Billketball and ~ other SJII.On C.Jil
lft'ord to cb'op a h regular se.a pmes.
aDd. stU1 make a 1tm in the posU.CJl fortbe.
natiau1 title. Ill college footbd. II JOIIl Jre
tellll wblcb. hiil national tltla ~
one louwUtmost often fUin ,._~at
e'WID ~a shot at tbe cb~
~.there are~ but

w,·

dille college football PIQII- bow. It you
waat a shot at the title. you better WID e¥ery
single replar season game.
The idea of a playoff is popular because it
gives more teams a chance to compete for
the title, but when you look at it for what it
is. all a playoff is promoting is mediocrity.
It gives teams the option of sUpping up
once. and even tWice In the regular season
and still have the c:haDce at a title.
lmactne a big time buketball program Uke
UK losing one game in the regular season
and just beca1lle of tbat loa, they probably
will DOt win the national tide. Don't you
think the playen would. play their hardest
evezy single pme knowing what's on the
line if they loae? What if the NFL only put
the teams with the two best records in the
'regular season in the Super Bowl? How
motivated would Tom Brady be every'tlme
be put on his pads?
This is euctly what the 8CS system is,
and rm afraid if we so to a playoff system
people won't realize what they had while it
was available to them.

'LD9t111
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Track, field
presents new
challenge

WDIC&rtwrtpt
Staff writer

The women's track and fteld team be
competes in the Early Bird Invitational
today. The event il hosted by Southern
Dlinois University iD Carbondale, m It is
the first event of the indoor season for
the Racers.
Last season tbe team finished ftftb
place out of elsbt teams i.n the OVC
iildoor cbampionahip.
The team has a new coach for the
201()..11 season. This July, Jenny Severns
was named the traclt and field head.

c:oach.
Severns baa been the aaistaDt track
and field coach at the University of
North Carolina at Greeasboro, N.C. for

the last four seasons. Before that Severns
was an assistant coach at Dickinson Col·
·lege in Carli$le. Penn., where she led
them to an NCAA Mideast Region
Championship.
Severns is hOping to bring some new
enthusiasm to the traclt and fteld ~
gram and wants to push the program in a
new direction.
..1 am very excited about the opportu·
nity to work with the athletes and staff at
Murray State Univeralty," Severns said.
"I have bad thebpportunity to work with
great coaches and am excited to bring
ever)'thillll have learDed and implement
it at Murray State. We have all the tools
necessary to succeed, and I cannot wait
to take the program to the nest leveL"
Severns has personal ezperlence in

competilla at the collegiate track and
ftelclleYel. She is from PUnt. Mlda., and
was a ~ of the Central Mkbipn
UDivenlty ttoeKountry aad track and
field teiD lor ODe year. severna ran in
14 IIUltatllt>os lneludlq the Boston

The.._. .re

Waratbon.

led by senior distance

runner~Jones. Jones is the former

OVC lilcllijr 'flack Athlete of the Year
and wuth,..... to return to form this
season.
The ladaor crac:IJ.aad field season lasts
appro'llmltfb ..... .month• The OVC
indoor c:bampfciDitldp wiU be held at
Eastern JlUDoll Unm.nlty in Charleston,

IlL. on Peb. 24.
Co.atact

~

M
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are Specialties
JOB S. 12th St., Mrmq

c:oJlll'J1t2500

• 1.-er vision surgery
• Bud&« &: designer eyewear
• Molt~ accepted

• All types of contacts

M UITIIJ State Employees

MUITdY State News

We ~ec:ept your insurance
for your eye exam.

DR. KEVIN M. ADAMS • OPI'OMEI'RIST

Curves works every

part of you.
Our 30-mlnute c:iraolt -'ca ~ rNjor rnuKte group, two
musc:l. . at • time, .o you can ~ up to 500 Clllorin. All with a
trainer to teach and motivate.

NFL Sunday Package

(Fqrmerly Largo's Bar & Gril

!Come watch your favorite teems play)

Ill 11111111r •• ClrrHIIB•r 11111111111

Happy Hour 3-6 p.m. daily

Open seven days a week

• 3 TV's • Free Pool Thursdays Nights 7-11 p.m. (Two Tobles.l & Dart Machine

................,.,..

Grilled food on the Patio (Weather Permitting}
& Sing-along with all your Friends at Roger D's!
. . .ftiiSf?J-~~~~....
~

Come Celebrate

____________________
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Betty and Bob, played by Hayley McCuin, junior from Murray, and Joshua Byrne, senior from New Concord, Ky., sino aduet next to the Christmas tree durino Wednesday's 'White Christmas· dress rehearsal.

'Playhouse' pfesents classic Christmas musical
Charlotte Kyle~...__.~
features Editor

Anna Taylor
Staff writer

•

As actors, costuml·rs and other crew members weave in
nnd out of tbc hallows at Playhous~· in the Park, Joshua Byrnl~
has a serious question:
"Would I have mr hat when l come in?" he asks, referring
to his ~haracter entering a scene they are minutes from
rehearsing.
"In 1954 men would not come in from outdoors without
their hats," director Tova Shinall replies, and with a nod
llymc, along with the other cao.;t members of"White Christmas," take their places.
The musical. a stage adapt:Jtion of the L954 film starring
Bing Crosby and Danny Kaye, tells the story of two showbiz
buddies who stage a show in Vermont and find love. Byrne,
(class) from (hometown), plays Bob Wallace while A;1ron
Krueger, senior from Campbell Hall. N.Y., plays Phil Davis.
Shinall said the cast nnd crew started production five-andhalf weeks ago, a week short of the time a major musical truly
needs. Becaust• of the time con.straint. many of the cast members have put in extra time and voluntarily came in early. To
prepare for the show, Shinall said she had things planned out
well in advance.
"I went into audition~ with the whole show ~locked on
paper and rm surprised how well it. worked in 30," she ~aid.
John Cosmos, stage manager for the show, 'describes his job
as "the hands of the director."
"The director b the one who says, 'Do this, do that, make

this happen' and I go off and make it happen," he said. "It
might be moving something where it should bl~. or if someone
has a complaint they <;orne to me. lfl can fLx il, if I know what
she's going to say, thrn I ~ay, 'This is what you do.' If I don't
know then I'll ddault to her."
Cosmos said he started Wednesday at 8:30 a.m., doing
advertising ;1nd costume work. Afterward hl' figured out
where set pieces should
"(Backstage), people have room to walk around and do
stuff," he said. "That was not just happenstance; that was
planning and tucking stuff away. You can't just have stuff
back there neat, it's got to be back there and still be cas}' to
(get out)."
The show, which Cosmos describes as costume-heavy, fea·
lures multiple outfit changes and an elaborate wardrobe,
including two Christmas tree costumes, multiple military uniforms and plenty of formal dressc:;.
"At one point last night we had like six pcoplt• here trying
to help one girl out of one outfit and 'into another," Cosmos
said.
He said theater is like a rollercoastcr, and the cast and crew
has been working non-stop to put together the production.
"People aren't going to know how muCh has gone into the
show,'' he said.
When they arc fmished, Cosmos said they will have mixed
feelings on what tu do next.
"I think we're all going to go take a nap.'' he said. "We're
going to miss it. As much as we're like, 'I just want to sit
down,' afterward we're going to (say), 'I'm not going to sec
them again.' Which is why, of course. like half of us arc going
to come ba..:k for the next show.''

Susan. played by Abiqail Seargent. strikes a pose durino 'let Me Sino and I'mHappy.'

b"'·

Krueger, who auditioned because he grew up watching the
movie with his parents, said he might feel lost when it ends.
"I don't' know what I'll do with my time," Krueger said.
"Part of me will be relieved I have some time to breathe hut I
love the hecticness (of the show).''
Susan Lawhead. senior from Glen Carbon, Ill., plays a
showgirl and a chorus member. She said the biggest plot of
the production involves Bob and Betty who, at the beginning
of the play, do not believe in love.
"Hob and Betty have a song at the beginning called 'Love
and the Weather' and it's all about how love is like the weather," Lawhead said. "It's all sunny when it's there and then it
turns into rain. At the end they have another duct called 'How
Much Do I Love You?'"
She said the most challenging number for the cast is "I Love
a Piano," a number in which £hi.' lead actors nrc .singing and
tap dancing. FiVl' of the chorus girls had to learn how to tap
dance. F.mily Hensel, sophomore from Paducah, choreo·
graphed the production.
Cosmos said the show will be stK'Ccssful bcc:tuse of every
cast and crew mcm~er who put their talents into the show.
Said Cosmos: "The crazy thing about this show is that it's
held together with wishes and shoestrings."
~White Christmas" opens at 7 tonight at Playhouse in the
Park, :l ocated in Murray-Calloway County park.
Performances arc at 7 p.m. Fridays and Saturdays and
2:30 p.m. Sunda~s through Dec. 19. Tickets an:.• $11 for adults,
$10 seniors 60 years old and older, $9 for students and $H for
children 12 years old and younger.

Contact Kyle at charlotte.krle@murr.1ystatt'.edu and
Taylor at ~taylor2@murraystate.cdu.

Director Tova Shinall instructs cast members on their marks for the final bow during dress rehearsal.
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Students prepare for Campus lights
Jamie Booth
Staff writer
Phi Mu Alpha. the men's musical fraternity, is inviting
everyone to "be their guests" next month when they present "a talc as old us time" on the stage of Lovett Auditorium as they perform "Disney's Beauty and the Reast"
for the 74th Annual Campus Lights.
The production, the main fundraiscr for Phi Mu
Alpha's schol:uship for incoming music education
majors. is expcctt•d to ht• a big hit among students and
the community, said Spl'ncer sullivan, Phi Mu Alpha
president, chairman of the Campus Lights' Board of Producers and f>l•niur from Paducah.
"Disney is (a) vcrr big name and sells a lot of tickets,"
he said. "We think that this show can bring in a lot
patrons to help us out."
The tradition of a yearly musical started in 1938, when
Phi Mu Alpha hosted the first Campus tights to raise
money for its charter, Sullivan !-laid. Seventy-three years
later the tradition is still a major part of campus life here
at Murray State.
"Rcauty and the Rcast" seemed like a great break from
the shows t)f the past few years, Sullivan said, which
included "Bye, Bye Birdie," "Grease" and ''The Music
Man."
"Every Campus Lights has a different show style. The
past few have been set in the 1940s to the 1960s," he said.
"Those Wl'rc all artsy shows that a lot of people don't
really delve into, but with a name like Disney, that's
going to bring in kids, parents and ever}·onc from the
community hopefully."
With the first performance only two days after the
start of the spring :;cml'stcr, production tasks. like costumes and sets, arc already underway, Sullivan said. The
traditionally student-run musical will be a challenge to
put on. but Sullivan said he Im,ks forward lo the finished
product.
"l'm excited to see how well we'll be able to produce
the shuw," he said. "It's really interesting from a producer's standpoint to sec it all come together and form one
big, giant production. I'm anxious about putting it on so
close to when school gets back in. but I think it'll go off
without a hitch."

From the viewpoint of Director Asbian Stephenson,
from Salem, Ul., putting on a show like "Beauty
and the Beast," which will boast 30 cast members and
stunning sets and costumes, is going to be an exciting
challenge, especially with only two and a half weeks of
rehearsal time.
"It's going to he a challenge, but it will be fun," she
said. "We'll do it and it'll be great, but it's nerve-wracking."
However, the magnitude and variety of characters of
the show is soml•thing Stephenson looked for when
choosing ;~ musical for this year's production and the
reason she chose "Beauty and the Beast" over ''South
Pacilk" nnu "Thoroughly Modern MilJie."
"1 chose 'Reauty and the Reast' because it's a timeless
classic, number one," she said.
"Number two, it gives a lot of people opportunities to have specific
roles as opposed to the usual twu leads.
It gives a lot more people opportunities to
:-how off what they can do."
With auditions over and the difficult
process of casting complete, Stephenson said
she is eager to work with the actors she chose to
portray the iconic characters of the well-known
musical.
"I'm most excited to work with this cast and see
the characters that they develop," she said. "Visually,
it will he a spectacular show, but I'm excited to see what
the relationships arc between these characters and how
the actors will work with each other."
While attending "Beauty and the Beast" will allow you
to ket:p close company with animated objects that sing
and dance and watch a beast transform into a handsome
prince in front of your eyl~s. Sullivan said there are more
important reasons to attend Campus Lights this year.
"You should come to the show because it's a big part
of Murray State tradition," he said. "It helps raise money
for a good cause. and it's a great way to start off the
semester."
"Beauty and the Reast" is at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, Jan.
20 through Saturday. Jan. 22 and 2:30 p.m. Sunday, Jan.
23. General admission is $10 and $7 with a Racercard.
Contact Ro(lth at jamie.booth@murraystate.edu.
~enior

Graph1c courtesy of lirtlcltwatre.ncl
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SURVIVE THE HOLIDAY
WITHOUT BREAKING THE BANK

Photosby The~ews's~ff
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WRAP,AGIFT

Don'thaveSanta'selvesaroundtowrapyour
gifts this year? Follow these simple steps!

Sometimes money is tight and, as much as you might want to, you just can't
afford to buy your mom that perfume or your sibling that video game. Here Is a
quick, basic guide at how to cover everyone on your list on a limited budget.

-+ get creative
Not every gift has to cost an arm and a
leg. Some of the best gifts are ones you
make yourself. Cut costs by making cards or
use your skills: make a scrapbook, write and
record a song or paint a picture.

go vintage or used +-

First gather your supplies! You'll need scissors, tape and paper.

Try recycling The News after you finish reading ltl

Cut your paper down and place your gift In the center. Fold
opposite sides, crease and tape to stay closed.

If you aren't great with arts and crafts,
don't worry! Rather than spend big bucks on
a new sweater, try secondhand shops or
shop vintage for a truly unique gift. Locally
you can check out Angel's Attic, Goodwill or
Nina's Neat Repeats.
Fold the sides In - remember to crease the paper neatly - then
fold and tape to the center. Repeat for the other side.

-+plan some quality time
Worried about finding something for the
person who has everything? Plan an activity
instead. Plan a lunch or dinner, go to the
mqvies or stay in with board games. No matter what you do, remember that the best
gift you can give is your time and love.

Try adding something unique by making bows fromextra paper.
Place awkwardly shaped giftsin boxes for easy wrapping.

SQUAWW LOfUlUdi

fOft COAliC llftTISTS.
CliLLihri fiLL COAAIC llftTISTS .

~----------~S~QUAWR

If you're
interested,
contact
Opinion
Editor
Casey
Bradley for
info!

·I

(270) 809-5873
The Murray State
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CD Review •

Channel Surfing

Ke$ha brings morning after sound again

I wish I was stop-motion, too

It's no secret that
society has a habit of
beginning the holiday
season celebrations a
bit early.
Halloween hadn't
even finished before
lights were on display.
and classic songs
were finding a way to
Charlotte get stuck in your head.
Kyle
We like to stretch
Features Editor the holidays out enjoy the time of
cheer and joy for as long as possible. I
can't say I totally hate it; Christmastime
means fantastic holiday specials.
Tuesday was the annual airing of
"Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer" on
CBS. I've expressed my love for that lovable misfit in the past, but I can't help but
sing his praises once again.
"Rudolph" represents my childhood at least I think it does. For the past 10
years or so I've watched it for nostalgic
reasons. I own the DVD, I own T-shirts
and stuffed animals and spend time
Googling the misfit toys' deformities just
for my own amusement.
Then I really have to ask myself: Did I
even watch it when I was a child? I came
to this realization when my dad admitted
he had never seen it. He had never sat
. down and watched it.
My mind was blown. I didn't think
there was anyone in the world who had·
n't seen the classic Rankin-Bass stop·
motion special.
I tried, unsuccessfully, to get him to
watch it. Maybe it just doesn't have the
same magic as it did when you were
smruler. back when you sing Rudolph's
origin story excitedly as you wait for
Christmas day.
Despite the fact that "Rudolph" pre·
miered in 1964 on NBC. I've always felt
Photo courtesy of iT uncs
like it was a big part of my generation's
childhood.
Sometimes Ke$ha, shelooks right into ya. Right into your eyes. And, you know, the thing about KeSha _ she's got lifeless eyes.
Besides the Christmas specials you
is, in a nutshell, about "going hard,"
haven't already heard from Ke$ha,
is a nine-track EP. It was apparent·
find on network television and basic
ly recorded in a month. Specifically.
and tearing yourself apart while
but if you liked her the first time cable (ABC Family's 25 Days of Christ·
wrestling every ounce of party from
around, you'll enjoy this effort.
September of this year.
mas, anyone?), the holiday specials of
life that you can.
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
Remember when Lady Gaga had
your favorite shows can be just as classic.
Then .Ke$ha shakes it up, with a
murraystate.edu.
"The Fame Monster" shortly after
Last week I watched one of the "Boy
she released "The Fame?" This is
track that's similar to "Hungover"
Meets World" Christmas episodes. Shawn
Ke$ha's "Fame Monster." Jt's a
from "Animal." The song is called
was involved with the mob in an effort to
short little filler album, originally
"'The Harold Song." It's a slower
get money to afford nice Christmas gifts.
conceived of as a deluxe edition of
number that features almost real •
It'was a sweet storyline, though totally
"Animal."
singing. It's a tragic and nostalgic
unrealistic in the fact that he successful·
The first single from the albu~ .._. song, focusing on a lost love and
, ly gets out of the mob alive.
"We R Who We R." plays up the
touching on Ke$ha's desire to give
"Futurama" 'uaveiled a holiday special
whole skanky element, with lyrics
One note: Only if you're bored
it all up to reclaim that love. Comrecently. The show has always had a
such as "got that glitter on my eyes
ing from Kc$ha, it's kind of a trip.
Two notes: Borrow it from a friend
unique take on "Xmas," with Christmas
In all, "Cannibal" is nine solid
I stockings ripped all up the side I
Three notes: Worth the money
trees being endangered and Santa being a
looking sick and sexified." The song
tracks. There's nothing here you
Four notes: A future classic
robot who kills people out after dark.
This ·special included touches of
Robanukah (that's robot Hanukkah) and
Kwanzaa.
"This could be the year without a
Kwanzaa, like every year before 1966!"
Amy said, and you just have to giggle.
I must admit -and this should come CIS
no surprise - that I aJ;n most looking forward to "Community."
In an episode titled "'Abed's Uncon·
trollable Christmas," Abed <Danny Pudi)
starts the day to find the students of
Greendale Community College arc now
stop-motion. He assumes this means they
must find the meaning of Christmas, as
this is a very special Christmas episode.
(Abed sees the world as TV, and I kind
of wish I could see it that way, too.)
My favorite TV characters combined
with my favorite holiday medium?
I am completely amped.
Contact Kyle at charlotte.kylc@
murraystate.edu.

Assistant Features Editor Cody
Arant writes the music reviews.

Confession: 1 sort of really like
Ke$ba.
1 know, I know; I hate me too. .
Initially, I bad a violent reaction
to her. It was the knee-jerk hatred I
feel for most things. l beard "Tik
Tok" and said, "Oh, another pop
songstress trying to sell sex and
partying. Katy Perry much?" Over
time. however, l came to see the
value of Ke$ha.
Ke$ha is the morning after. She
looks like shit, always. She honestly
looks like she probably smells pretty rank. She's always got this glittery junk on her, just big, Edward
Cullen's load-esque gobs of it,
gooped all over her body,
Ke$ha looks like you would wake
up next to her with glitter, vomit,
whiskey and clown-seed coating
your gender-appropriate genitals
and splashed on the homeless guy
she dressed like a clown last night.
Ke$ha is. quite seriously, one of
the few women on the planet who
can give you gonorrhea in a wet
dream.
If you woke up next to Katy Perry
after a drunken night. you'd probably be like, "Cool. Cool, cool, cool."
If you woke up ncJCt to Ke$ha, you'd
say, "OK, I'm gonna take off, oh and
by the way. where's the nearest
clinic?'' And she would totally know,
just off the top of her head.
KeSha just seems kinda gross, is
what I'm getting at.
And I love her.
Everything about her music is
annoying; generic, power pop
infused with an dement of hip-hop
and vapid lyrics about getting
drunk and having borderline violent intercourse until 8 a.m. In her
first single, she singtalks about
brushing her teeth with whiskey.
There's nothing subtle or clever
about her songs. Sex, booze and
glitter. It's pretty straightforward.
You can't even really praise her
voice. She never sings. She doesn't
even really rap. She just ... talks and
also music is playing somewhere.
But, you know what? She never
once breaks character. She picked a
theme: gross-ass annoying chick,
and she frigging ran with it.
Her newest offering, "Cannibal,"

releases
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Last Week's Solution

Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUZZles for FREE.
Plar more Sudoku and Win Prizes at·

PRIZ£SUDOKU.co~
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15,1. .

ll'llkes his dilbut
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ln"'PIIne
Crazy.•
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1940
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leptelllllrOswald delluts In tile

....
!W "'Troller
Troublts.

Sprllg1921

Business between Walt
Dllne1andU~

sours. Disney . . . . . .
... himself from
Oswald.

•Epfc Micke,- represents Disney's
of tilt -aost _. of
Oswald as well as an attempt to
" rebl'llld MlctceJ Mea as a VIable
video game llero aad reintroduce bls
more mischievous elements.
In •Epic Micke);• tlte .,.,_Veil
re~

Some time later, Mickey finds "'-ttt
trapped In WastelaJid, where M m-.
try and undo his mistake.
Mickey utilizes the IMJfJif of magic
paint and paint thinner to lifer. U..
World. Choices the plaJers make
stlape the world as Mickey progre&-

fL~:I&'Bii ~ 'tifilt~•ts r

car-

splits some magic paint, rulnlili the toon violence and Is currently availworld and turning It IntO wasteland. . able for the Nlntendo wn.

Spend .$100 on
Gift Cards, Save 40C

per gallon on a n11 up.
• Choose from hlJ'1dr8ds of~
bale cords.
• GiY8 them as gifts or use them to
dO~

own shopping.
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